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Abstract: 
The mouth is one of the most important body members, as it receives 

food, drinks, speech and sense. The opening of the mouth rite was one of the 

most important and most significant rites known to the Ancient Egyptians. 

Teeth were among the most important parts mouth having great 

significance to the Ancient Egyptian. Many words have expressed these 

ideas and have taken the elephant tusk as a determinative.  

The Ancient Egyptian used the animal tusks such as those of the 

elephant, hippopotamus in different industries such as amulets, make up and 

primitive drugs.  

The religious symbolism of teeth varied from pyramid texts to coffin 

texts and books of the dead. The mouth of the deceased was provided with 

teeth of Horus with onion offerings. His sharp teeth were described as the 

teeth of the immortal god “Soped”. In addition, the teeth of the deceased 

king were the souls of “ba” and they were obtained from the viper hill “Dw.ft 
In CT, the deceased was given strong sharp teeth made of flint stone 

made of the material of stars. His sharp teeth enabled him to be embodied 

and appearance as the god “Sobek”.  

In the Book of the Dead, the deceased declared his ownership of sharp 

teethlike the god “srqt"and canines like the holy goddess Isis. The glitter in 

his teeth and its beauty is due to his being a member of Fayoum city.  
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Introduction 

The human body had great holiness for the Ancient Egyptian reflected 

in many rites special for reviving him through rites of protecting all his body 

members.
 (1)  

The mouth is among the most important human body members where 

its function was represented in receiving food, speech and expression of 

sense
(2) . 

The opening of the mouth rite known in the ancient Egyptian language 

as wpt–r (3)
is considered one of the most important and famous rites 

in the Ancient Egyptian religion
(4)
. The opening of the mouth rite took place 

on a statue representing the deceased or the mummy of the deceased himself 
(5)
by reviving the senses of the deceased starting from the revival of the 

mouth through this rite. 
(6)
It was originally performed on statues of gods, 

then became performed on all the deceased, whether kings or individuals, in 

addition to being performed on miniatures used for the purpose of magic
(7)
, 

such as: the scarab of the heart and other amulets
(8)
. It was also performed 

on some sacred animals, such as the calf Abis
(9)
. Moreover, it was 

performed for temples, where they replace the gods in their images and form 

engraved on walls. Thus, the offerings presented to them are offered. 
(10)
 

Some words signifying some mouth parts were used in ancient 

Egyptian texts such as: 

Since the era of the Old Kingdom, the word rA (11 )
 was used to 

express the mouth or wisdom, speech and language.
(12 )
And since the era of 

the Middle Kingdom it was used in the form of  , and New Kingdom, it 

appeared in the forms of , , ,  It was used to express the 

bill/ beak of birds and animal mouths
(13)
.  

In addition, some words were used to express some mouth parts in 

Egyptian texts.0  

Since the era of pyramid texts, the word spty was used 
(14)
 in the form 

of  and in the era of the Middle Kingdom in the form of , as 

well as in the era of the New Kingdom in the form of and with the 

determinatives  , , to express lips. Since the Pyramid texts, the 

word SsAw (15)
 was used in the forms of , ,

  and  and in the era of the New Kingdom 

in the forms of  ,  and ns 16) )in 

the forms of  to express the tongue since the Pyramid texts in the forms of 
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, , ,as well as in the era of the New Kingdom in the form of  

, , , , and in the era of the New Kingdom in the form of The 

word ibHw (17)
was used to mean teeth and the word nHD-

t (18)
since the era of the Middle Kingdom in the forms of  

,  ,   ,  to express the molar, but in most 

cases it also expresses teeth. The two words used the determinative 

elephant tusk. 
(19)
Similarly, the terms  Ts , Tst (20)

the canines of 

the hippopotamus and pieces of ivory were used since the era of Naqqada I 

with dots and semi geometric engraved borders and other zigzag line. They 

made a deep border for each of them surrounding its upper part nearly 

dividing it to two parts: a small upper part representing the head, and a big 

lower part representing the body. In a museum in the university college in 

London, there is a big set of these tusks
(21 )
 that the great scientists predict 

are amulets used whether for those living or dead. 
(22 )
In this explanation, the 

scientists depend on a hole being at the top of some of these tusks
(23)
.In 

contrast, some others suggested that these tusks 
(24 )
 were used in preserving 

the makeup powder and primitive pharmaceutics that can be extracted from 

nature and from these canines and used. Randalle suggested that they 

represented part of magicians’ tools, or they might have been used by 

dancers in performing their dances then. 
(25)
 

Most of these tusks were distributed on some European museums
 (26)
, 

such as the Ashmolean Museum in Oxford 
(27)
 and Berlin museum. The 

opinions of scientists differed about the dating of these tusks. Most opinions 

are unanimous about them being from the era of Naqqada I 
(28) . 

Aim of the research  
Signifying the role of teeth in the hereafter and their relationships to 

the gods, as there is no separate study for their roles. Thus, the scholar 

consulted several references which are:  

- Sethe.k., Die Altägyptischen Pyramidentexte, 4 Bde, Leipzig 1908-1922. 
- Faulkner , R.O., Ancient Egyptian Pyramid Texts , Oxford , 1969 . 
- Mercer , A.A., Pyramid Texts , Commenter , Vol. II , 1952 .  

- Allen , J.P., The Ancient Egyptian pyramid Text, Society of Biblical 
Literature, Atlanta , 2005 . 

- Carrier , C., Textes Des Pyramides de L,Egypte Ancienne , Tome VI , 
Cybele , 2010 . 

- Budge , W., Book of the Dead , 3 vols , London , 1910.  

- Faulkner , R.O., Ancient Egyptian Coffin Texts , 3 vols , Warminster , 
1973-1978 .  
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1. Teeth in pyramid texts 

The religious symbolism of teeth varied in pyramid texts where the 

mouth of the deceased is supplied with the white teeth of Horus with five 

pots of onion. The teeth of the deceased were depicted as the teeth of 

immortal “Soped” with sharp teeth. The teeth broke the stone due to its 

extreme strength. In addition, the king’s teeth were in alba souls. Moreover, 

the deceased king’s teeth Osiris come from the viper mountain "Dw.ft". 

Starting with spell “45” of the pyramid texts, the deceased king is supplied 

the white teeth of Horus with 5 pots of onion
 (29)
.  

 

Wsir   m  n.k  ibHw  @r HDw   Htmw  rA .k  HDw  iab 5 (30)  
“It is he Osiris the King take the white teeth of Horus for you to 

supply your mouth with, five pots 
(31)
 of onion” 

(32)
 

Roth thinks 
(33)
 that the offering presented with the teeth is the garlic 

not onion, and that the clove of garlic when peeled resembles the teeth more 

than green onion. He said that there is resemblance between dentition in 

children and presenting garlic, as the deceased when revived again becomes 

like the newborn, so he must pass by the dentition stage until he eats solid 

food. So, the aim of presenting garlic in the opening of the mouth rite is 

achieved. In contrast, Hassan thinks that this offering is HDw “onion”
 (34)
. 

Barta sees that it is onion, and thinks it is an appetizer
 (35)
.  

Ghalioungui believed that presenting onion was linked to resurrection 

of the deceased, as it makes the deceased breathe once more
 (36)
.  

The concept itself is repeated from presenting onion with the teeth of 

the deceased Osiris in spell 125 where the following appeared
 (37)
:  

 

Dd  mdw  Wsir   m  n.k   ibHw .f  HDw  wADw  Dd   mdw  sp4 pn  fAt  
Hnk   sp4   HDw   iab 4  (38)

 

“Recitation: O Osiris I bring to your healthy white teeth a four-time 

recitation; O King   a presentation; four times pots of onions”
(39)
 

In spell 215, his head resembles the head of @r –DwAt, his face 

resembles the face of mxnty irty (40) , his ears are the ears of the son of Atom 

“the twins”, his eyes are the eyes of  sons of Atom, and his nose is the nose 

of the jackal. As for his teeth, they are the teeth of “Soped” the imperishable
 

(41)
. The spell refers in passage 148 to the following

 (42)
: 
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tp .k   m @r  -dwAt   ixm–sk  mxnty .k   mxnty – irty   ixm–sk  msDr .wy  .k   
sAty  &m  ixm – sk   irty .k  sAty   &m   ixm–sk   sbAw     fnD .k   m sAb  ixm–sk   
ibHw .k (m)   spd   ixm–sk  (43)  

“Your head is @r  -dwAt, O imperishable, your face is (the face) of 

mxnty –  irty O imperishable, your ears are (the ears) of the son of “Atum” 

the twins O imperishable; your eyes are the eyes of the son of “Atum” the 

twins O imperishable stars; your nose is the nose of the jackal O 

imperishable; your teeth are the teeth of “Soped” O imperishable”
 (44)
. 

The same meaning is repeated in spell 222 in passages 201-202 as 

follows
 (45)
: 

 

 
iwn.f xr .k  it .(f)  iwn.kxr .k   spdwiwn.fxr .k it (.f)  iwn.fxr .k  spd- ibHw (46)  
“I came to you “Soped”, I came to you, O you with sharp teeth” 

(47)  . 

In this spell, “Soped” is truly described as having sharp teeth. Here, 

his role is related to his being a god of protection, as he is an Asian god 

protecting the East and protecting the border areas like the turquois mines in 

Sinai
 (48)
. And thus, the deceased acquires the same characteristics as sharply 

teethed like “Soped”.  

In the events of spell 436, he possesses the power that makes him 

break the stones with his teeth and nails when he goes as a follower for 

“Osiris”, and grants him perfume of the goddess “ixt-wtt. In passages 790-

791 the following occurs
 (49)
: 

 

 

 

 

 
Smt .k   tn  sti    wsir  is  Hr   .k   m  bAH.k   iAw  .k  tp–awy .k sic  iAm  .w n Srt 
.k  Hr  sti   ixt - wt.t n    rdwy .k   sqr.sn   Hb .k  n   ibHw .k   anwt .k  Hsb .t   
inrw (50)  

“Your walk is the follower (back) of Osiris, your face in front of you, 

your prayers in front of you, the kindness (sweetness) for your nose because 

of the perfume of “ixt-wtt” and for your feet when you step out of the place 

of your celebrations for your teeth and nails when you break the stones
(51)
.” 
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The scholar believes the power possessed by the deceased to break the 

stones emerged from the perfume “ixt-wtt”; this goddess that possessed a 

scent that helps the refreshment of the body, and with her ability transfers 

the deceased from one place to another. Thus, the deceased possessed the 

same abilities of this goddess viper. 
(52)
 

In addition, he was embodied in the Osirian image which links the 

teeth to the events of the Osirian legend. It was earlier pointed out that the 

deceased possessed Horus’s strong teeth.  

In addition, the events of spell 539 of the pyramid texts to a new 

meaning as the king’s teeth represent “ba” souls 
(53)
 so that he can ascend to 

heaven, where the following is mentioned
 (54)
: 

 

 

 

 
Pry .f   rf    Swy .f   rf   ir   pt  ns n (P)  pn  m mAai  ir  wiA   mAat   pry.f  rf  
Swy .f   rf ir  pt   ibHw  (P)   pn  m bAw (55)

 

“He is emerging and ascending to heaven and the tongue of this king 

(P) is the (leader) of the boat mAat that he emerges and ascends to heaven, 

the teeth of this king are souls of bAw”
(56)
 

In merging with the Osirian legend events, the image of the deceased 

Osiris follows King Osiris and becomes blessed with bread 
(57)
 and beer

 (58)
, 

as his white teeth are from the viper mountain" Dw.ft (59") . Passages 1357-

1359 refer to the following
 (60)
: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ts  Tw  Ax  pw pn  Hms  wSb(w).k  Hms   kA.k   wnm.f  t  Hnqt Hna .k  n   
nwr  nDtDt  Smt.k  tw   sti  is  wsir   rdwy.k  sqr.sn n.k  a(w).sn    in(w).sn   n. k    
Hbw .k   n   ibHw .k  HDw   an.wt .k   (m)  Dw.ft    DA.k  kA –wrir    sxwt  - 
wADt (61)

 

“Raise yourself, O soul of (Akh) this king  and sit and eat your 
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meal, may be your (ka) will sit and eat bread and beer non-stop forever. You 

go like the follower of Osiris;your feet step outwards and their arms bring 

for you your feasts because your white teeth and your nails are of the viper 

mountain Dw.ft.  May you cross, O Great Bull, to the green fields “
(62)
 

Spell 659 of the PT directs the speech to the deceased king, asks him 

to receive his white teeth and revolve around them with an arrow between 

them. It refers to the following 
(63)
: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Ii m  m- xnty   irty  ii ir   xmw .k  sw    sDr .k  r.k  m –Xnw  awy .f  ir  Drw  
rdw.k  bHs .k  is  mniw .k    is  pi    Ssp n .k  ibHw .k  ipw   HDw  m Hnw  pw  
pXrw  HA.sn   m  Ssr  m  rn.sn  pw  n(y)  Ssr    xpS .k  m tA–wr   wart .f  m tA- 
sty (64)  . 

"xnty-irty came if you do not know him, and you will lie down 

(sleep)in his arms (in his bosom) until he stops his efflux as your calf for he 

is your herdsman; receive your white teeth in this jar; revolve around them 

with an arrow in their names is that arrow; and that your front (limbs) are 
(65)
 

in tA–wr “Abydos” 
(66)
and your hind limbs are in tA- sti (Nubia)

 (67)
.” 

Mercer comments about revolving around the jar containing the teeth 

with an arrow that he is describing a game called “the viper” because the 

word  "mHn"is one of the names of the viper mountain
 (68)
.  

2. Teeth in coffin texts 

Teeth had important significance and symbolism in coffin texts, where 

the deceased cleanses himself and cleans is teeth to cross heaven and pass it. 

In addition, the deceased was able to obtain strong sharp teeth made of flint 

and canines from the viper mountain “Dw.ft". In coffin texts, there was 

reference to the teeth of the deceased being made of star metal.  

Here, the study starts with spell 173 which refers to the following
 (69)
: 

 

 

 
Iawi .i  swab .i   rA .i    snSmSm(w)   ibHw.i  mk  wi  Hs  twr   wi   wsSt   mi  bwt 
dAw.wt  pt    mwt  sp2 (70)
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“I clean myself and cleanse my mouth and sharp teeth, feces protect 

me, and urine respects me like the scary (horrible) heaven crossers, the dead 

said twice” 
(71)
 

In the events of spell 342, there appeared what shows that the 

deceased has teeth of flint stone and canines from the viper mountain 

“Dw.ft" as it refers to the following
(72)
: 

 

Hr.k  n mAat  Sn    n  pt    wnwt .s  Sn   n  HkA    grg.wt .f  Sn  n rA.i  (p)n  HkA  
imy.f ibHw.i  m ds  nHDwt .i  m Dw.ft (73)  

“Your face is towards truth (justice); heaven is surrounded by its stars 

and magic surrounds the kingdoms (lands); my mouth surrounds magic that 

is in it, my teeth are made of Flint and my canines of Dw .ft (74)
.” 

In the events of spell 666 of coffin texts, there is a description of the 

deceased who obtained teeth, closed under him, made of heaven star metal, 

in reference to extreme strength
 (75)
: 

 

 

 
Sxmw  HAw  XAtyw  in  n N  pn  HkAw .f   rd(w)  m Xt.f  nDd n N  pn Xr .f  m  sAA 
ibHw nw  N pn   xtm .sn   Xr.f  m  biA   sbty (76)

 

O strong people, those who are behind those specialized in the body; 

this deceased N has brought magic (dormant) in the body; it is being placed 

in part of the body of the deceased N which is under him made of electrum; 

the teeth of this deceased N is (complete) closed under him from the star 

metal
(77)
” 

As it appeared in the events of spell 991 of the coffin texts, there is 

reference to his teeth in the hereafter being made of metal. By destroying 

them, he obtains this strength and sovereignty that carries him by 

embodying the image of Sobek, where the following appeared in it
(78)
:  

 

 

 
xpr  m  sbk  ink  aAa   pw  pr   m  sHw   d (bn)  ink   sD  ibHw   n biA  ink   nb ks 
wsr Ssp    msH (79)
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“Appearance like Sobek, it is I the seed, that exits from the encircling 

wrappings; it is I the destroyer (breaker) of teeth made of metal; I, the 

master of strength and the strong being embodied in the image of the 

crocodile”. 
(80)
 

The same concept is repeated in spell 1011, where the deceased 

mentioned that he is cleansed, teethed and strong mouthed, and that he hates 

isft “evils” ,
(81)
where the spell refers to the following

(82)
: 

 

 

 
I  iwn.wy   ipw  n Ra  prr.i  aq.i  imy. Tn(y) Snw  aHa  Hnskt.i  sxdxdt  n-tt ink  is 
wab rA rwD    nHDwt bwt .i  pw  isft (83)

 

“O two columns of Re, I am ascending, and entering between you; my 

hair is standing, my braids are hanging because my mouth is cleansed; I am 

strongly teethed (canines) and what I hate is “isft (84)
” 

3. Teeth in the Book of the Dead 
The previous concepts were widely repeated where the deceased 

becomes proud of his sharp teeth being made of flint and canines from viper 

mountain “Dw .ft". He also possesses the teeth of goddess “srqt and the 

canines of the holy goddess Isis. He also possesses sharp teeth and canines 

as the canines of snake mHn. The deceased attributed himself to the city of 

Fayoum as he possesses white teeth.  

The study starts in chapter 31 of the Book of the Dead, where his 

passages refer to the following
 (85)
:  

 

 

 
Bdty  rn  n   ky  Hr .k  n  mAat  Snt  n pt  m  wnwt .s  Sn n HkA (m)  grg.f  Sn n 
rA.i HkAw  imy .f  ibHw.i m ds  nHDwt.i  m  Dw.ft (86)

 

“Bdty is the other name; your face is mAat; heaven was surrounded by 

its stars; magic has surrounded the lands (kingdoms). My mouth has been 

surrounded by magic inside it; my teeth are made of flint and my canines are 

made of the viper mountain “Dw.ft" (87) . 
And in Ch. 42 of the Book of the Dead, the deceased compared his 

teeth to the teeth of srqt and his canines to the canines of holy Isis. The 

chapter refers to the following
 (88)
:  
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Sn .i  m Nw.w  Hr .i  m iTn  iw  ir.ty m @t- Hr  iw  msDrw.y  m wp-wAwt  fnd.i  
mxnty   xAsw   iw   spty m inpw  Iw   ibHw   m srqt  nHD.wt .i m Ast  nTry (89)  

“My hair is the hai nr of “Nw.w”; my face /is the sun disc. My eyes 

are “@t- Hr". Myears  are   wp-wAwt"; My nose is “mxnty xAsw". (90)
My lips 

are “inpw"; my teeth are"srqt";my canines are holy Isis.
(91)
 

"srqt" was one of the gods of protection
 (92)
. She participates with Isis 

in being one of the goddesses that protect the four members. Thus, the 

deceased’s comparison of his teeth to the teeth of “srqt" and canines of Holy 

Isis announces his desire to be embodied in the images of the protective 

goddesses, thus owning sharp teeth that enable him to attack the enemies.  

In the passages of Ch. 172 of the Book of the Dead, the deceased 

looked like the snake “mHn" (93)
in the sharpness of his teeth. To get this 

meaning, the chapter refers to the following:
(94)
 

 

 

 

 
Iw  spty.ky  Hr  rdt  n.k  mAat   wHm .sn(y)  mAat n Ra  sHtp .sn(y)   ibw  nTrw  
ibHw .k tpy  nw  mHn   n  Hba  n @rwy  im  iw ns.k SsAw  dm  Dd .k  r Dry.wt  n 
S  iw arar.k XAbAsw (95)

 

“your lips give you the truth – repeat the truth to Ra and calm the 

hearts of the goddesses; your teeth are those of mHn (the snake mHn) with 

which the two Horus play with, a wise (careful) sharp tongue when it talks 

to the kite of the swamp, and your jaw is heaven studded (decorated) (with 

stars)
 (96)
. 

Moreover, the passages of chapter 189 of the Book of the Dead are the 

same as passages of chapter 52 of the same book in that the deceased will 

receive his teeth with a mixture of perfume as a type of offerings that he 

obtains  in the hereafter. The passages refer to the following
(97)
: 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Iw grt r t 4  m  Xrt–hrw   nt  ra  nb sASrt m iwnw tni pw r  nTr  nbDd  in  iw  
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xmw  pn  Hsb mxnty  xAsw in  wn.k  qq  n.k  tny  Hr wDb pwy wab hrw Ssp n.i  
nHD.w.t  m  antyw nn qq.i sw nn ar.i  n.f   m aawy.i nn  xnd.i   Hr .f  m  Tbwt.y  
.i (98)

 

“four loaves of bread in the morning of every day and cakes from 

Heliopolis, because I am more outstanding than any other god. At that time, 

the one who doesn’t know how to count (calculate) said: who will get you 

the food? And upon this pure shore in the morning, I received (took) my 

teeth with the perfume (ointment). And thus, I will not eat it and I will not 

touch it with my hand or step on it with my sandals. 
(99)
 

Before ending up, the passages of the chapters of the Book of the 

Dead, we should not ignore chapter 125 of the Book of the Dead that 

referred the previous meanings with a new addition, as the deceased owning 

the white teeth is attributed to the land of the lake (Fayoum) in Egypt. To 

give this meaning, it refers to the following
(100)
:  

 

 
II qrty  pr m imnt n kni  I  HD ibHw   pr  m  tA- S n thi 

“O dweller of caves exiting (attributed) to the west, I was not angry. O 

Owner of the white teeth coming from the lake (Fayoum), I have not 

breached the law
 (101)
. 
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Conclusion 

Some words expressed teeth like the word ibHw, the word 

nHD-t and the determinative  that represents the elephant 

tusk.  
Elephant and hippopotamus tusks and pieces of ivory were used since 

the era of Naqqada I in preserving make up and drugs. They could be 
extracted from the environment surrounding the Ancient Egyptian. 
Scientists suggested that magicians and dancers used these substances in 
their rites. 

The symbolism of teeth varied in religious texts like pyramid texts, 
where teeth were presented with onion offering, so that the deceased 
through them can retrieve the life cycle and renew it, with the smell of onion 
and presentation of teeth.  

The deceased was described as having sharp teeth like Soped. This 
role is related to his role as a protective god. He is an Asian god protecting 
the Eastern region and border areas, like turquois mines in Sinai. Thus, the 
deceased writes the same characteristics. In addition, the deceased was 
proud of that he has strong teeth that enable him to break stone. He was 
granted this strength by smelling the perfume of goddess ixt-wtt who helped 
him (with her scent) to possess the special power to break stone and move 
from one place to another in the hereafter.  

The deceased was embodied more than one time in the Osirian image 
to be granted the strong solid teeth of Horus. His teeth represented the “ba” 
souls. He said the strength of his teeth and canines was because they come 
from the hereafter, from the viper “Dw.ft”. 

In addition, the deceased practices special rites when he receives his 
teeth, where he revolves around them with an arrow. Some scientists like 
“Mercer” think it is a game, the game of twining like the snake  "mHn”. 

Teeth had important symbolism and significance in coffin texts, where 
the deceased was granted strong teeth of flint coming from the viper 
mountain Dw.ft. He was also granted sharp teeth from star metal, signifying 
their extreme power and holiness.  

His strong teeth and sharp canines enabled him to take the image of 
the god “Sobek”. He described himself being free of evils, cleanser of the 
mouth and hater of evils “isft”. 

In the book of the dead, the same previous concepts were repeated on 
a large scale. It affirmed ownership of flintstone teeth coming from the viper 
mountain “Dw.ft”. It gave reason for owning sharp teeth that they are like the 
teeth of goddess “srqt”, and sharp canines like canines of holy Isis.  

In addition, the idea was affirmed in coffin texts as to his possession 
of teeth of snake god “mHn”. He received teeth in a festive way, with the 
ointment or perfume. He gave reason for his white teeth and their glitter to 
his being a member of Fayoum city. Hence, he affirmed the affiliation of his 
teeth to the protective gods and gods that have sharp teeth, being embodied 
as the snake or viper, so that his canines are scary, sharp and deterrent to 
enemies. 
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